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Once used by village shamans for meditation and fortune telling, runes are stones with Elder

Futhark inscriptions that make predictions about your wealth, love life, happiness, and more. Learn

ancient wisdom with 24 runes, a cloth, and an 88-page book.
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well it came in a small nice boxthe little booklet is nicethe runes are not glass, they are plasticthe

cloth is white, couldn't complain i guessit did not come with the black velvet bag! although on the

back of the box, it never claims to come with one.i suggest not buying this product, and make your

own setits worth is about 3.99 i'd say

very small and plastic...with a hankerchief for a cloth, even at that price it was not worth it, as plastic

runes are so inefective....do not recomend buying

I was so disappointed with this product. Although the price is right and the book is fine, the

description says the runes are glass and the ones I received are clearly plastic. I was looking for an

inexpensive set of runes to work with, but really wanted a more natural material. So needless to say,

they are not being used and were a waste of money.

I read so many bad reviews but I got exactly as I ordered. The set is just as it was described and the

info in its book is very clear to understand. If i could change one part it would be that the book would



be a bit bigger, however i already knew the size of the book when i ordered. It was a very good price

since you get both the book and the stones. I loved my set to start off with.

Runes: Unlock the Secrets of the Stones; Not a bad beginner set or a travel set for someone more

experienced. To spite what the description said what I got is NOT what was stated!"Book

DescriptionPublication Date: March 30, 2010Once used by village shamans for meditation and

fortune telling, runes are stones with Elder Futhark inscriptions that make predictions about your

wealth, love life, happiness, and more. Learn ancient wisdom with 24 glass runes, a black velvet

bag, a cloth, and an 88-page book."What I got was plastic/acrylic stones in a plastic zip=lock with a

wrinkled piece of cloth I am assuming is supposed to be my reading cloth, and the mini book...;to

top it all off notice i did not mention the velvet bag that is because there wasn't one in my shipment!

the runes are tiny and plastic. The book is tiny and useless. A few vague words for each rune. Total

waste.

Love it!

It came in a nice box, took awhile to arrive though; which was no big deal since they gave me a time

length of when it will arrive. No tracking though to see when I will get the item.Overall I gave the item

a 1 star because I thought I would have gotten a bag with the item, it shows in the picture above

what you expect to get. I was really hoping to have that bag to carry all that comes in this box and

some other runes if they dont come in a carrying pouch.The book is really really small, its smaller

than a cell phone it fits in your palm. The pieces of the stones are a good decent size though.Overall

no bag to put the runes in to carry them along with the book to keep it all together. The book is small

and fits in your palm both ways no matter how you turn the book it fits in your palm and I have fairly

small hands.I would not recommend this rune set; for the book is small and it comes with no bag like

it indicates in the photo..
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